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Reading for Jerome

BirthchaÉ interpretation:
You have Mars and Rahu in the second house, Jupiter in the third house, Sun and Venus in
the fourth house, Mercury in the fith house, Moon in the siÍh house, Saturn in the seventh
house and Ketu in the eighth house.
Mars and Rahu in the second house:
The natíves of this placement of Mars in 2nd house are quiet firm and aggressive in their
attítude besides which they are very possessive with their belongings while mostly with which
they have earned by their own efforts. These natives should take hold upon their aggressive
& harsh words and should try to controltheir urge for having allthey see around. He/she
should maintain a calmed behavior for reducing malefic effects of this placement.
The native having Rahu in 2nd house would not be able to save money and could turn
towards evil deeds besides which, these natives possess danger from weapon and theft.

Jupiter in the third house:
The natives having Jupiter in 3rd house are born with insatiable curiosity while on the other
hand, these people are endowed with a strongly paved path of education besides which they
are believed to reach admirable heights of success bringing affluence with respect to the
native. They could do amazingly good in arenas like writing, communication and publishing
as they really likes to share their learning with others.
Sun and Venus in fourth house:
The natives of this placement of Sun in 4th house would be more involved in family matters
for being truly devoted towards them besides which they are the honest followers and
carriers of their cultural beliefs and perceptions. These natives always perceive towards the
future for which they wants their closed ones and themselves to stay at the safer side and for
the same reasons they could behave similarly defensive at work place as well but they
should avoid it. These people of having Sun in 4th house believes in continuous growth and
betterment and so on their lives keeps improving with time along with the development of
their own core while their early days could be quiet struggling besides which, they will always
respect their family roots and carry pride for their culture even at the peak of their success.
These natives of Surya in fourth bhava will lead a satisfactory and peaceful life with true
stability of mind even in difficult days because of immense calmness inside them.
The natives of this placement of Venus in 4th house are truly attached to their homes and
seek for the happiness at home. They are the born admirers of beauty and bom creative
personas for which they wish for the same beautification of their homes and put all possible
efforts for the same besides which they will also feel pride for and admire the decoration of
their home. They could also be inclined towards interior decoration.

Mercury in firth house:
The natives of this placement of Mercury in Sth house are endowed with eloquence and good
efficiency to express well for which they could emerge high in the fields of communication,
writing as well as artistic arenas for being truly creative. These people having Budh in fifth
bhava are intellectual as well as vivacious for which they would be liked by people around for
their wiser and fun loving approach as they will create entertaining environment around but
will be mature in their understanding. Besides this, they are analytical as well as quiet critical
in their approach. Another unique attribute of these natives having Mercury in Sth house will
be about their spontaneous words which would come true many a times.

Moon in sixth house:
The natives of this placement having Moon in 6th house are truly sincere at work and are
very much concern about the productivity and accomplishment of their work besides which
they always wants it to be best and for the same reasons dissatisfaction from work leads
them towards disturbed mental appearance. These people having chandra in sixth bhava are
quiet prone to tension when it comes to work. This could also lead them towards frequent
change in jobs and could make them professionally unstable. These people would also
confront some problems in their educational path as well.
Saturn in seventh house:
The natives of this placement of Satum in 7th house would be very much sincere towards the
aspect of marriage and relationships and there over concern is the only reason for their
delays in getting married but it leads them towards a very stable path of marriage. The
presence of Saturn in 7th house will definitely bring hurdles in the path but here the saying
about that "problems makes stronger" comes true as the native would keep on walking with
the partner in a continuous strengthening path. Altogether, it may lack the peace at times but
it will be a strong relation in the deep.
Ketu in the eight house:
The presence of Ketu in eighth house will definitely bring some hurdles as making his/her life
quiet difÍicult for the native but if the ketu would be placed benefic in this house then, it will
bestow a son after 34yrs of age to the native or after the marriage of any girlform his/her
family like sister or daughter.
Predictions for the future:
From January 6 th 2016 until December 13 th 2016 you are in the Mars-lupiter Dasha.

The planet Jupiter is believed to be one of the supreme benefic planet in the astrological
arena as it bestows most of positive impacts upon the native and expresses knowledge and
wisdom. On the other part, Mars is also not completely a malefic planet as it provides some
good shades as well if placed in favorable position. Altogether, it would appear as a good
combination with positive impacts upon the native's life,
Mars-Jupiter dasha would be a period of true growth in professional and financial arena
besides which he/she would attain good respect and reverence from the surroundings. On
the other part, the native would get more inclined towards spiritual aspects and would pursue
pious pursuits as devoted towards the divine presence. The only harm that could arise is
from thieves, snakes, bilious diseases and loss of servants & co-born.
At the whole, the antardasha of Jupiter in Mahadasha of Mars, it would be a period of
happiness, comfort and bliss as enclosed with family and friends with most of positive
shades in the air around.

